
 

 

The Fabian Society 
 

The Fabian Society is a British socialist movement, whose purpose is to advance 

the principles of so-called democratic socialism, via gradualist and reformist, rather 

than revolutionary, means. 

 

And we know, ultimately, who was behind the creation of socialism--Jewish 

supremacist scum. 

 

The Fabians represent yet another of their globalist front groups, hiding behind “a 

movement of the masses,” just like communism. 

 

The Fabian Society is best known for its initial ground-breaking work, beginning 

late in the 19th century and continuing up to World War I. 

 

The society laid many of the foundations of the Labor Party, and subsequently 

affected the policies of states emerging from the decolonization of the British 

Empire, especially India. 

 

Today, the society is a vanguard think tank of the New Labor movement. 

 

It is one of 15 socialist societies affiliated with the Labor Party. 

 

Similar societies exist in Australia (the Australian Fabian Society), Canada (the 

Douglas-Coldwell Foundation, and in the past, the League for Social 

Reconstruction), and in New Zealand. 

 

================== 

 

History 

 

The group, which favored gradual change rather than revolutionary change, was 

named--at the suggestion of Frank Podmore--in honor of the Roman general 

Quintus Fabius Maximus (nicknamed “Cunctator,” meaning “the Delayer”). 

 

His Fabian strategy advocated tactics of harassment and attrition rather than 

head-on battles against the Carthaginian army under the renowned general 

Hannibal. 

 

This is very revealing, seeing that the whole philosophy of the Fabians is to slowly 

cook the “frog” (all of society) in the pot by gradually turning up the heat, rather 



 

 

than trying to drop him in boiling water and risk him jumping out and escaping. 

 

The society was founded on January 4, 1884, in London, as an offshoot of a society 

founded in 1883 called “The Fellowship of the New Life.” 

 

New Life members included poets Edward Carpenter and John Davidson, 

sexologist Havelock Ellis, and future Fabian secretary, Edward R. Pease. 

 

They originally wanted to transform society by setting an example of clean, 

simplified living for others to follow. 

 

But when some members also wanted to become politically involved, to aid 

society’s “transformation,” it was decided that a separate society, The Fabian 

Society, should also be set up. 

 

All members were free to attend both societies. 

 

The Fabian Society additionally advocated renewal of Western European 

Renaissance ideas, and their promulgation throughout the rest of the world. 

 

The Fellowship of the New Life was dissolved in 1898, but the Fabian Society grew 

to become the preeminent academic society in the United Kingdom, in the 

Edwardian era, typified by the members of its vanguard Coefficients club. 

 

Immediately upon its inception, the Fabian Society began attracting many 

prominent contemporary figures drawn to its socialist cause, including: 

 

- George Bernard Shaw 

- H. G. Wells 

- Aldous Huxley 

- Julian Huxley 

- George Orwell 

- Theosophist Annie Besant 

- Economist John Maynard Keynes 

- Tony Blair 

- Gordon Brown 

- Graham Wallas 

- Hubert Bland 

- Edith Nesbit 

- Sydney Olivier 

- Oliver Lodge 



 

 

- Leonard Woolf 

- Virginia Woolf 

- Ramsay MacDonald 

- Emmeline Pankhurst 

 

Even Bertrand Russell briefly became a member, but resigned after he expressed his 

belief that the Society’s principle of entente (in this case, countries allying 

themselves against Germany) could lead to war. 

 

At the core of the Fabian Society were Sidney and Beatrice Webb. 

 

Together, they wrote numerous studies of industrial Britain, including alternative 

co-operative economics that applied to ownership of capital as well as land. 

 

The first Fabian Society pamphlets, advocating tenets of social justice, coincided 

with the zeitgeist of Liberal reforms during the early 1900s. 

 

The Fabian proposals, however, were considerably more progressive than those that 

were enacted in the Liberal reform legislation. 

 

The Fabians lobbied for the introduction of a minimum wage in 1906, for the 

creation of a universal health care system in 1911 (isn’t that interesting!), and for 

the abolition of hereditary peerages in 1917. 

 

Fabian socialists were in favor of an imperialist foreign policy as a conduit for 

internationalist reform, and a welfare state modeled on the Bismarckian German 

model. 

 

They criticized Gladstonian liberalism, both for its individualism at home and its 

internationalism abroad. 

 

They favored a national minimum wage, just for PR purposes, of course, as well as 

a national education system, to mold the minds of the young. 

 

The Fabians also favored the nationalization of land. 

 

And isn’t that the whole idea behind the UN’s Agenda 21? 

 

In the period between the two World Wars, the “Second Generation” Fabians, 

including the writers R. H. Tawney, G. D. H. Cole, and Harold Laski, continued to 

be a major influence on social-democratic thought. 



 

 

 

It was at this time that many of the future leaders of Third World countries were 

exposed to Fabian thought, most notably India’s Jawaharlal Nehru, who 

subsequently framed economic policy for India on Fabian social-democratic lines. 

 

This was designed, once again, to sucker the downtrodden masses into thinking 

they were getting a life-line, when they were instead getting a lead weight. 

 

Obafemi Awolowo, who later became the premier of Nigeria’s defunct Western 

Region, was also a Fabian member in the late 1940s. 

 

It was the Fabian ideology that Awolowo used to run the Western Region, but was 

prevented from using it on a national level in Nigeria. 

 

It is a little-known fact that the founder of Pakistan, Barrister Muhammad Ali 

Jinnah, was an avid member of the Fabian Society in the early 1930s. 

 

Lee Kuan Yew, the first Prime Minister of Singapore, stated in his memoirs that his 

initial political philosophy was strongly influenced by the Fabian Society. 

 

However, he later altered his views, believing the Fabian ideal of socialism to be 

impractical. 

 

Among many current and former Fabian academics are the late political scientist 

Bernard Crick, the late economists Thomas Balogh and Nicholas Kaldor, and the 

sociologist Peter Townsend. 

 

======================= 

 

Society statistics 

 

The society’s 2004 annual report showed that there were 5,810 individual members 

(down 70 from the previous year), of whom 1,010 were Young Fabians (under the 

age of 31) and 294 institutional subscribers, of which 31 were Constituency Labor 

Parties, co-operative societies, or trade unions, 190 were libraries, 58 corporate and 

15 other--making 6,104 members in total. 

 

The society’s net assets were £86,057, its total income £486,456, and its total 

expenditure £475,425. 

 

There was an overall surplus for the year of £1,031. 



 

 

 

On April 21, 2009, the Society’s website stated that it had 6,286 members, and that: 

 

“Fabian national membership now stands at a 35 year high:  it is over 20% higher 

than when the Labor Party came to office in May 1997.  It is now double what it 

was when Clement Attlee left office in 1951.” 

 

The latest edition of the Dictionary of National Biography (a reference work listing 

details of famous or significant Britons throughout history) includes 174 Fabians. 

 

======================== 

 

A closer scrutiny of the Society’s philosophy 

 

Four Fabians, Beatrice and Sidney Webb, Graham Wallas, and George Bernard 

Shaw founded the London School of Economics with the money left to the Fabian 

Society by Henry Hutchinson. 

 

Supposedly, this decision was made at a breakfast party on August 4, 1894. 

 

Anyway, the headquarters of the Society are located at the Beatrice Webb House in 

Surrey, England. 

 

This building originally contained a stained glass window, designed by George 

Bernard Shaw, upon which was found the proceeding verse from a poem written by 

Omar Khayyam, himself a dedicated Fabian Socialist, which served as a summation 

of Fabian philosophy and purpose: 

 

“Dear love, couldst thou and I with fate conspire, to grasp this sorry scheme of this 

entire, would we not shatter it to bits, and then remold it nearer to the heart’s 

desire!” 

 

Also depicted on this stained glass window were Sidney Webb and George Bernard 

Shaw, the society’s co-founders, each striking a globe with a hammer, obviously 

molding it “nearer to the heart’s desire” of Fabianism. 

 

Also found on this window was the official Fabian crest, or coat of arms, which 

pictured a wolf in sheep’s clothing. 

 

How fitting! 

 



 

 

This window was stolen in 1978, but reappeared in 2005. 

 

It was restored and put on display in the Shaw Library at the London School of 

Economics, in 2006, at a ceremony over which Tony Blair presided. 

 

But coming back to the poem on the Society’s stained-glass window, which talks 

about reshaping the world “nearer to the heart’s desire” of Fabianism, it’s 

interesting to take note of the following lyrics from the song “Closer to the Heart,” 

by the Canadian rock bank Rush: 

 

“And the men who hold high places 

Must be the ones who start, 

To mold a new reality 

Closer to the heart, 

Closer to the heart. 

The blacksmith and the artist 

Reflect it in their art, 

They forge their creativity 

Closer to the heart, 

Closer to the heart. 

 

“Philosophers and ploughmen 

Each must know his part 

To sow a new mentality 

Closer to the heart, 

Closer to the heart. 

You can be the captain 

I will draw the chart, 

Sailing into destiny 

Closer to the heart.” 

 

It’s quite clear where the inspiration for this song came from, is it not? 

 

Another good glimpse into Fabian philosophy comes from reading the writings of 

economist John Maynard Keynes. 

 

Here’s one of his “gems”: 

 

“There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than 

to debauch the currency.  The process engages all the hidden forces of economic 

law on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one man in a 



 

 

million is able to diagnose.” 

 

Once again we see the “cook the froggie slow” mentality clearly displayed here. 

 

The deceptive nature of Fabianism was clearly revealed by Roger Baldwin, an 

American Fabian and former Executive Director of the ACLU (American Civil 

Liberties Union--itself a Jewish supremacist globalist / socialist institution), when 

he gave the following caution to other ACLU leaders: 

 

“Do steer away from making it [the ACLU] look like a Socialist Enterprise.  We 

want also to look like patriots in everything we do.  We want to get a good lot of 

flags, talk a good deal about the Constitution and what our forefathers wanted to 

make of the country, and to show that we are really the folks that really stand for the 

spirit of our institutions.” - Rose L. Martin, Fabian Freeway, 1966. 

 

H.G. Wells is another good source to consult to understand the twisted ideology of 

Fabianism. 

 

In 1907, he published New Worlds for Old, in which he gave this forecast: 

 

“The broad lines of the process of transition from the present state of affairs to the 

Socialist state of the future as they are developed by administrative Socialism lie 

along the following lines.  The peaceful and systematic taking over from private 

enterprise...of the great common services....Systematic expropriation of private 

owners by...increased taxation.  The building up of a great scientifically organized 

administrative machinery to carry on these enlarging public functions.  A steady 

increase and expansion of public education, research...and all such public services.  

The systematic promotion of measures for...the public feeding of school 

children....The systematic creation of a great service of public health....The 

recognition of the claim of every citizen to welfare....The...establishment of a legal 

minimum wage....These are the broad forms of the Fabian Socialist’s answer to the 

question of how [the socialist state of the future will be run].... 

 “From saying that the unorganized people cannot achieve Socialism, they 

passed to the implication that organizations alone, without popular support, might 

achieve Socialism.  Socialism was to arrive as it were insidiously....Socialism 

ceased to be an open revolution, and became a plot.  Functions were to be shifted, 

quietly, unostentatiously, from the representative to the official he appointed;  a 

bureaucracy was to slip into power....Essentially the Socialist attitude is this, an 

insistence that parentage can no longer be regarded as an isolated private matter;  

that the welfare of the children is of universal importance, and must, therefore, be 

finally a matter of universal concern.  The State...is now every year becoming more 



 

 

and more their Guardian, their Over-Parent.” 

 

In his 1901 book Anticipations of the Reactions of Mechanical and Scientific 

Progress Upon Human Life and Thought, he wrote: 

 

“In its more developed phases I seem to see the new republic as a sort of outspoken 

secret society, with which even the prominent men of the ostensible state may be 

openly affiliated....In all sorts of ways they will be influencing and controlling the 

apparatus of the ostensible governments.... 

 “[T]he ethical system which will dominate the world state...will be 

shaped...to check the procreation of base and servile types.... 

 “The method that must in some cases still be called in to the help of man is 

death...the merciful obliteration of weak and silly and pointless things.  The new 

ethic will hold life to be a privilege...and the alternative in right conduct between 

living fully, beautifully, and efficiently, will be to die....The men of the new republic 

will have little pity and less benevolence....The men of the new republic will not be 

squeamish either in facing or inflicting death....They will have an ideal that will 

make killing worth the while.... 

 “The state will be the reserve guardian of all children.  If they are being 

undernourished, if their education is being neglected, the state will step in, take over 

the responsibility of their management, and enforce their charge upon the parents.... 

 “The new republic will aim to establish...a world state with a...common rule.  

All over the world its...control will run.” 

 

In 1928, he published another book called The Open Conspiracy:  Blue Prints for 

World Revolution, in which he stated: 

 

“This open and declared intention of establishing a world order...[is] a scheme for 

all human conduct....The form in which the Open Conspiracy will first appear will 

certainly not be that of a centralized organization.  Its most natural and convenient 

method of coming into being will be the formation of small groups of 

friends....Fundamentally important are...the entirely provisional nature of all 

loyalties associated with existing governments, and the supreme importance of 

population control....The production and distribution of staple necessities is 

apprehended as one world business....This large loose assimilatory mass of groups 

and societies will be definitely and obviously attempting to swallow up the entire 

population of the world and become the new human community.” 

 

Further along this line, in his famous 1932 book Brave New World, Fabian Aldous 

Huxley stated that: 

 



 

 

“The twenty-first century...will be the era of World Controllers....Under a scientific 

dictatorship education will really work--with the result that most men and women 

will grow up to love their servitude and will never dream of revolution.  There 

seems to be no good reason why a thoroughly scientific dictatorship should ever be 

overthrown.” 

 

Aldous’ brother, Julian, was the founding director-general of UNESCO, and in the 

1946 UNESCO publication “UNESCO, Its Purpose and Its Philosophy,” he stated: 

 

“The general philosophy of UNESCO should be a scientific world humanism, 

global in extent....It can  stress...the transfer of full sovereignty from separate 

nations to a world political organization....Political unification in some sort of world 

government will be required...to help the emergence of a single world culture.” 

 

Julian was also president of the Eugenics Society. 

 

With this thought in mind, notice what else Julian wrote in the above-cited 

document: 

 

“Even though it is quite true that any radical eugenic policy will be for many 

years...politically impossible, it will be important for UNESCO to see that the 

eugenic problem is examined with the greatest care, and that the public mind is 

informed of the issues at stake so that much that is now unthinkable may at least 

become thinkable.” 

 

Finally, W.J. Ghent, former editor of the American Fabian, writing in 1902 as 

though he was looking back in time (to our current era) from a distant point in the 

future, penned these words: 

 

“[Banks constituted] one of the most important forces of the Oligarchy [globalist 

rulers]....The labor castes, the Mercenaries, and the great hordes of secret agents 

and police...were all pledged to the Oligarchy....The condition of the people of the 

abyss was pitiable....All their old liberties were gone.  They were labor-slaves.  

Choice of work was denied them.  Likewise was denied them...the right to bear or 

possess arms.  They were not land-serfs like the farmers.  They were 

machine-serfs and labor serfs.” 

 

And so there you have it--Fabianism at its finest! 


